Utilization of Hypofractionated and Conventional Breast Radiotherapy in the State of Utah
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Abstract

Efficacy of hypofractionated (HF) radiotherapy (RT) in breast cancer has recently been established by randomized trials. We report patterns of care in Utah to identify how patient, tumor, and treatment characteristics may influence prescription patterns. Data from 1,588 patients from nine facilities with 18 providers were retrospectively collected. Conventionally fractionated (CF) RT was defined as >19 fractions with fractions < 200cGy; HF was defined as <19 fractions with fractions >200cGy. Partial breast irradiation (PBI) was defined as external beam RT to 3850cGy in 10 fractions. Patients considered eligible for HF were >45 years with breast separation <25 cm and tumor size <2cm with negative nodes and margins. Analysis utilized Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests and logistic regression. Of all patients, 83.2% received CF, 12% received HF, and 4.7% received PBI. Based on recent published guidelines, 53.5% of patients were eligible for HF. There were no significant differences with respect to laterality, tissue separation, or medical comorbidities. Calculated odds ratios (OR) for increased use of HF included age (OR 1.05, p<0.001) and lower cancer stage (OR 3.75, p=0.002). Use of HF strongly correlated with increased age, number of miles traveled to clinic (47.8 vs. 21), lower grade, less aggressive surgery, and less chemotherapy. HF RT utilization is increasing over time but only in a segment of eligible patients. We report on changes in practice patterns after recent publication of randomized trial data in an effort to bring awareness to underutilization of HF, and intend to track how this changes over time.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Conventionally fractionated (CF) whole breast radiotherapy, which typically involves five to six-and-a-half weeks of once daily, (five days a week) radiotherapy, has been a standard of care after lumpectomy since the publication of major randomized trials showing efficacy of breast conserving surgery plus radiotherapy to mastectomy. The National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP)-B06 trial was first published in 1985 (Fisher et al., 1985) and updated in 2002 (Fisher et al., 2002), which used a five days a week, 25 fraction regimen of whole breast radiotherapy using conventional fractionation (<200 cGy per fraction). The problem with five to six and a half weeks of once daily radiotherapy is the burden of cost, emotional distress, and fatigue to patients undergoing prolonged daily treatment. Some reports reveal that an average of 20-30% of North American women forego radiotherapy after receiving lumpectomy (Chuba & Simon, 1997; Malin, Schuster, Kahn, & Brook, 2002), or choose mastectomy over breast preservation (Tuttle, Habermann, Grund, Morris, & Virmig, 2007) due to several factors, including age, psychological distress, quality of life concerns, and cost of undergoing prolonged daily radiotherapy (Dwyer, Hickey, Burmeister, & Burmeister, 2010). Over the years, patient convenience and cost have been factors affecting some patients’ ability to receive radiotherapy. One cohort study (Wallace, Priestman, Dunn, & Priestman, 1993) reported on psychologic factors in women undergoing hypofractionated (HF) and conventionally fractionated (CF) RT. The women undergoing the HF regimen reported less anxiety, less transient weight change, and less depression compared to the CF group.

1.2 Efficacy of Hypofractionated Radiotherapy

More recently, a wealth of data have been published regarding the use of hypofractionated (HF) whole breast...
radiation after lumpectomy. Early published trials from France using data collected in the early 1980’s and
published in 1990 (Baillet et al., 1990) reported equal efficacy and no difference in complication rate between a
45 Gy treatment regimen in 25 fractions over 33 days versus a 23 Gy regimen in 4 fractions over 17 days. More
recently from 2002-2010, published randomized trials from Canada (T. J. Whelan et al., 2002; T. J. Whelan et al.,
2010) and the UK (Bentzen et al., 2008a; Yarnold et al., 2005) have shown equivalent survival and cosmesis
between CF and HF whole breast RT. The START A (Bentzen et al., 2008a) trial also reported that both breast
cancer and dose-limiting normal tissue responded similarly to change in radiotherapy fraction size, suggesting a
potential benefit for patients receiving larger doses per fraction. More recent data is published regarding the use
of partial breast irradiation (PBI), however, long-term followup of randomized trial data are still in process.

1.3 Complicating Factors in Current Practice

Despite published data, it is unknown how physicians are incorporating this information into their prescribing
patterns. Some practice patterns in breast cancer radiotherapy have reflected new techniques long before
randomized trial data are published, especially with regards to partial breast irradiation (PBI) (Husain et al.,
2011), while other standards of care are not established in practice patterns until long after randomized trials
have been published (Wilson & Owen, 2005). Recent American Society of Therapeutic Radiation Oncology
(ASTRO) guidelines for HF RT were published in 2011 (Smith et al., 2011) based on the available trial data to
help guide physician practice. Reported factors that influence decisions whether a patient should get PBI, HF or
CF radiotherapy include age, size of patient separation related to dose homogeneity, distance from home to
facility, administration of chemotherapy, tumor characteristics, and patient comorbidities (Hennequin & Azria,
2011; Hoopes et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2011). This study examines patient, facility, disease characteristics and
patterns of care amongst the majority of radiation oncology facilities within the state of Utah over the formative
years after major randomized trials have published in an effort to help guide quality improvement measures in
the future.

2. Method

2.1 Data Collection and Statistical Analysis

Institutional Review Board approval was obtained from the facilities included. Data were collected on breast
cancer patients undergoing radiation therapy between 2007 and 2010 at nine radiation therapy sites serving the
majority of cancer patients in Utah. Data were collected from cancer registry records, radiation treatment
planning records, and paper and electronic charts. These data included patient, tumor, and treatment
characteristics. Patient data included age, number of traveling miles from residence to treatment facility,
(calculated by number of miles from home address zip code to the treatment facility address), breast tissue
separation, and comorbid conditions (cardiac comorbidities, asthma, diabetes, or lupus). Disease data included
tumor stage, tumor grade, and laterality. Treatment data included radiotherapy dose and fractionation to whole
breast and boost dose data, surgery (lumpectomy, mastectomy, reconstructive surgery), hormonal therapy, and
chemotherapy. Data were collected and analyzed to examine which treatment, patient, facility, and disease
factors were associated with increased frequency of HF treatment. Results were analyzed using Wilcoxon Rank
Sum Test and logistic regression.

2.2 Definitions of Treatment and Patient Eligibility

HF RT was defined as a radiotherapy course of 12-19 fractions where each fraction was greater than 200 cGy.
PBI was delivered via 3D conformal external beam RT in ten fractions, for a total of 38.5 Gy with fractions
delivered twice daily (minimum of 6 hours between fractions). Because the institutions included in the analysis
did not treat any patients with brachytherapy for PBI, only EBRT was reported. Conversely, CF RT was defined
as a course of at least 20 fractions where each fraction was 200 cGy or less. Each institution had the capability of
performing external beam RT using CF, HF, or PBI, and patients were presented with the options per the
clinician’s preference. None of the institutions had a waiting list or waiting time for patients to get radiotherapy.
Patients were categorized as “eligible” or “not eligible” for HF RT based on a combination of current ASTRO
standards (Smith et al., 2011) and comorbidities which are known to impact wound healing (Chen, Obedian,
& Hafty, 2001; Kolluru, Bir, & Kevil, 2012) (Morain & Colen, 1990) or cosmesis (Taylor et al., 1995; Triedman,
Osteen, & Harris, 1990). Eligible patients for HF were defined as those with Age >45 years, Tumor <2cm, breast
separation <25 cm, negative nodes and negative surgical margins.

3. Results

3.1 Patient Population

Overall, 1,588 women treated with radiotherapy for breast cancer were identified from 2007-2010 in nine
radiation facilities across Utah staffed by 15 providers. Of these, 1,322 (83.3%) received CF, 191 (12.0%) received HF, and 75 (4.7%) received PBI. A total of 851 (53.5%) patients were considered eligible for HF based on the above criteria. The mean radiotherapy dose received in the HF group was 40.4 Gy (median 40.05 Gy; range 40.05-42.72 Gy) with the median whole breast fraction size of 2.67 Gy (range 2.5-2.67 Gy per fraction). The median boost dose in the HF group was 10.0 Gy (range 0.0-12.5 Gy), with a median boost fraction size of 2.0 Gy per fraction (range if boost given was 2.0 - 3.44 Gy per fraction). The mean radiotherapy dose in the CF group to the whole breast was 52.3 Gy, with a median dose of 50 Gy (range 45-55 Gy) with a median whole breast fraction size of 2.0 Gy (range 1.8-2.0 Gy). The median boost dose in the CF group was 10 Gy (range 0-20 Gy) with a median boost fraction size of 2.0 Gy per fraction (if boost given, range was 1.8-2.0 Gy per fraction).

3.2 Data Analysis of Patient Characteristics

Analysis of patient data revealed HF patients with significantly older average age for patients (64 years HF; 57 years CF; p=<0.0001), with odds ratio (OR) of 1.05 associated with increased use of HF RT. They also had a significantly longer average travel distance from their home to the treating facility (47.8 miles HF vs. 21 miles CF; p=0.0068). No significant differences were found between patients receiving CF compared to HF with regard to laterality (left or right-sided breast), comorbid conditions (lupus, diabetes, cardiac comorbidities), or tissue separation as calculated at the beam entrance through the deep chest wall (CF average 22.5 cm and HF 22.3 cm).

3.3 Data Analysis of Disease Characteristics

Regarding disease characteristics, patients receiving HF had smaller tumor size (p=0.004), and were less likely to have positive lymph nodes (p<0.0001). Odds ratios were calculated on factors associated with increased use of HF; these include lower cancer stage (OR 3.75, p=0.002) and patients with grade 3 disease were less likely to receive HF (OR 0.67, p = 0.045).

3.4 Data Analysis of Treatment Characteristics

Treatment analysis revealed HF patients were more likely to have a lumpectomy (p =0.0003) with significantly less patients undergoing mastectomy (9% HF vs. 21% CF). The patients receiving HF RT after mastectomy were predominantly treated in one of the nine facilities. For radiotherapy treatment, CF patients were more likely to have a boost to their primary site (p<0.0001) and for systemic treatment, CF patients more likely to have chemotherapy (mean CF: 0.38, HF: 0.1917, p<0.0001). Results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Patient, disease, and treatment characteristics in hypofractionated (HF) and conventionally fractionated (CF) Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>HF</th>
<th>CF</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (yrs)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average distance from home to facility (miles)</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% pts with grade 3 tumors</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
<td>OR 0.67, p=0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% pts who had lumpectomy (remaining had mastectomy)</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% pts who underwent breast reconstructive surgery</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% pts who received systemic chemotherapy (non-hormonal)</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median of whole breast fractions (range)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median whole breast dose and range (Gy)</td>
<td>40.05 (40.05-42.72)</td>
<td>50.0(45.0-55.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median boost dose and range (Gy)</td>
<td>10 (0.0-12.5)</td>
<td>10 (0.0-20.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median fraction size for whole breast and range (Gy)</td>
<td>2.67 (2.5-2.67)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.8-2.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of all patients receiving breast radiotherapy</td>
<td>HF: 12%</td>
<td>CF: 83.3%</td>
<td>PBI: 4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of patients eligible for HF</td>
<td>HF or PBI: 19.3%</td>
<td>CF: 80.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1, in total, there were 12% of patients receiving HF, 83.3% of patients receiving CF, and 4.7% of patients receiving Partial Breast Irradiation (PBI). A total of 19.3% of patients that were eligible for HF, received either HF or PBI, and 80.7% of them received CF.

OR= odds ratio, PBI= partial breast irradiation
3.5 Data Analysis of Prescription Patterns by Facility

The vast difference in use of HF between facilities was due to provider preference. All facilities had the availability of performing external beam radiotherapy with the three different radiotherapy techniques described, CF, HF and PBI. Details regarding the facility and providers were not included in the study because the participating providers agreed to participate only if they were not individually identifiable.

4. Discussion

Clearly the use of HF, or shortened course radiotherapy has become more popular since the publication of major randomized trials showing its efficacy to conventionally fractionated, protracted radiotherapy. However, there continues to be a lag in prescription patterns for patients considered to be clinically eligible for shorter courses of radiotherapy based on publication of randomized trials. Factors that may impact patient quality of life, such as age and travel requirements may impact the decision of whether to prescribe HF as reported previously by Wallace (Wallace et al., 1993). Both of these factors were strongly associated with prescriptions for HF in our study and confirm our hypothesis that patient characteristics are associated with prescribers’ willingness to prescribe HF radiotherapy. As confirmed in Figure 1, utilization of HF by facility varied significantly between facilities staffed with different providers. This may reflect a function of provider preference and reluctance among some providers to incorporate new data into practice in situations where traditional treatment methods have previously been very effective. Adaptation of incorporating new data into practice is a topic that deserves further investigation, particularly with regard to why providers will or will not prescribe new treatments despite the presence of new data. Other reasons for differing prescription patterns between clinicians may be due to provider preference, long term clinic experience, patient population, patient preference, funding sources, frequency of continuing medical education, or provider beliefs about adequacy of long term data followup.

Figure 1. Hypofractionation utilization by facility

Figure 1 shows utilization of HF by facility for all breast cancer patients. There were significant differences between institutional practice in the use of HF in the nine facilities, with a range of 0% of patients getting HF in one facility, to 24.3% in another (p<0.001).

While actual numeric cost of treatment was not included in our results, socioeconomic aspects of deciding on a CF or HF regimen for patients may be associated with cost. Cost, both to the patient and to the facility, is a potential factor that could be considered with socioeconomic factors in future studies. In terms of potential cost to the patient in our analysis, patients receiving HF had a significantly longer commute to the treating facility from their home (Table 1), which may reflect the provider’s willingness to consider HF in situations where patient cost or burden of treatment is higher. On an institutional level, though none of the facilities included in
our analysis were from severely underserved regions, the prescription patterns for HF could reflect the providers’
williness to consider HF more often in institutions with a greater number of patients needing treatment. Previous analyses from Australia (Dwyer et al., 2010) examining the institutional cost of HF versus CF regimens, have shown that at least an extra fourteen patients could be treated each month with HF regimens and health related costs could be reduced by at least 24%.

As another option for patients who have received lumpectomy, PBI is becoming much more popular for patients with early stage breast cancers. However, as long term randomized trial data are still awaiting publication, local control of disease, overall cost, cosmesis, and efficacy (Suh, Pierce, Vicini, & Hayman, 2005) still remain long term questions. The PBI subset in our analysis was included simply to include a competing radiotherapy modality for patients that would have also been eligible for HF radiotherapy. As Figure 2 illustrates, the percentage of patients receiving shorter courses of radiotherapy, either with PBI or HF increased significantly over the four year period of analysis. The time period for this analysis (2007-2010) was chosen in order to investigate the impact of recently published long-term data from major randomized trials from 2005 through 2008 (Bentzen et al., 2008a, 2008b; Eldeeb, Awad, & Elhanafy, 2012; Hoopes et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2011; T. J. Whelan et al., 2010; Yarnold et al., 2005) to identify factors that may impact whether eligible patients receive HF RT.

In terms of disease and treatment characteristics, tumor grade did affect prescription frequency in Utah, this may be due to the long term follow-up data from the Canadian trial (T. J. Whelan et al., 2010) showing a much higher recurrence in women with grade 3 breast cancers undergoing HF (42.5 Gy in 16 fractions = 15.6%) vs. CF (50 Gy in 25 fractions=4.6%) (p=0.01). In our series, the vast majority of women who underwent any reconstructive surgery did not get HF prescriptions; this could be due to these patients receiving mastectomy, and potential reluctance on the part of the surgeon and radiation oncologist to subject the tissues to potential microvascular compromise. Though there was a limited population of post mastectomy patients receiving HF in the START trial (Bentzen et al., 2008b), little data exist on this topic and more studies should be completed to further outline the appropriateness of post mastectomy HF RT. Though a few international retrospective reviews report safety and efficacy of post mastectomy RT to include a supraclavicular field (Pinipatcharalert et al., 2011; Shahid et al., 2009) in developing countries, there is likely considerable fear in prescribing a dose of radiotherapy that may
exceed brachial plexus tolerance (Henriques de Figueiredo et al., 2010). Radiotherapy dose, fraction size, and whether or not boost was prescribed also reflected published data from the START and Whelan trials; where the majority of HF patients in our series received either no lumpectomy cavity boost or received 10 Gy boost given in 2.0 Gy fractions (Table 1).

Given the evidence that decreasing amount of fractions delivered decreases burden on the health care system (Dwyer et al., 2010) and the patient (Wallace et al., 1993), we believe there is sufficient evidence to suggest implementation of hypofractionation in appropriate patients will improve access to care and improve patient experience.

This report represents a state-wide analysis on patterns of care in the formative years directly following the publication of major randomized trials in hypofractionated breast radiotherapy. This is the first large report of patterns of care in a statewide inter-facility fashion that identifies factors that may influence the rate of HF RT prescriptions. Use of HF RT is increasing over the study period, but is still only being utilized in a small group of eligible patients. Institutional data have been shared in a blinded fashion, with the idea that awareness of patterns of care may remind physicians of the opportunities to consider prescribing shorter courses of radiotherapy when clinically appropriate. Our plan is to re-analyze patterns of care as more scientific outcomes become available regarding HF. As long-term data from PBI and HF studies are published, prescription patterns are likely to continue to evolve. In addition, following actual patterns of care may be useful to increase awareness of how quickly physicians incorporate data into current clinical practice. These data can be used to identify factors that may promote adaptation to up-to-date randomized trial information to improve efficiency, quality of care, and patient experience.
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